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About This Game

Battles for space and galaxies are cruel. Your planet is dying. In order to survive, the inhabitants of your planet need women.
You have built a special spaceship, on which you must plow the expanse of the universe in search of women. Kill the enemies
that do not let you take over the space girl. Only by stripping the cosmic girl, you will be able to seize her and send her to your

planet, to continue the race.

Control the ship on the arrows to shoot press Shift or Spacebar. Destroy enemies, collect stars, destroy clothes on girls.

You need to go through all the levels of galaxies, undress all cosmic girls and defeat all enemies.

Excellent drawing graphics, seductive space girls, zadornaya music and many enemies.
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Title: Space Girls
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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My reccomendation is extremely weak in this case, basically a 51%.

Have you played Deep Space Waifu? Did you like it, but think "If only the ladies were anatomically sanitized, and the gameplay
was much simpler"? No? Too bad. This game is basically DSW with shallower gameplay, far less style or artistry, and dolls.
Disappointingly, there's no mouse only mode, which would work better in this than DSW given the much less involved
gameplay on display here. On the plus side, you pan around the image based on your movement rather than just waiting for the
game to let you go where you want. This makes it much easier to target the clothing bits you need when you feel like it. On the
downside is pretty much everything else. The ladies are a bit generic animu, there's no censoring because they have nothing to
censor, and there's no automatic screenshot upon success. Also the ladies are broken up into two stages each rather than having
progressive battles where you do outer layer then inner layer. This makes it look like there are more ladies than there actually
are.

If you enjoy the clothes destroying type games, this is one of those, so yeah I guess.. No. Just no.
Go play Deep Space Waifu. No, just no.

I may be an unredeemable weeb, but this is where I draw a line.

You are a space ship that shoots clothing off anime girls. If this is your cup of tea... just get some hentai doujinshi.. It's just a
deep space waifu rip-off.Please don't suppor this dev.. One Word: Nudity
It's a a good game to kill time, however if you dig deep enough you can download "extra" content to "enlighten" your experience
playing.
But overall a good game, it's great for the price. But it is a short game. Again, it's cheap, so enjoy. ;). Space Girls might look
interesting but it's really not. The gameplay is really boring and easy. Unlike Tower of Lust, this game doesn't have bugs. That
doesn't mean it's good, however. It's actually the most boring shoot em up game I've ever tried. The idea is a rip-off of other
similar games but all of those are better than this.

Don't buy it. Your money is better spent elsewhere.
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Space Girls might look interesting but it's really not. The gameplay is really boring and easy. Unlike Tower of Lust, this game
doesn't have bugs. That doesn't mean it's good, however. It's actually the most boring shoot em up game I've ever tried. The idea
is a rip-off of other similar games but all of those are better than this.

Don't buy it. Your money is better spent elsewhere.. So, Space Girls is a space shooter, basically you have a space ship, your
planet is dying and In order to survive you have to undress the girl to take her to your planet. There are a few enimies that will
try to kill you.

The game is VERY easy, the controls are basically the W,A,S,D to move and Space or Shift to shoot. Achievements are also
easy to get, just complete the game and you will unlock all.
I only found 1 bug, which is, the game has 22 levels, but you can only select untill level 20, so if you lose on level 21, or 22, then
you have to start again from level 20...

 If you are going to buy this to use a uncensored patch (+18), forget it, Dev never replied to any of our comments, here or in any
of their other games as far as i can see, they dont seems to fix bugs etc, so i dont think we will ever be able to get a +18 patch,
unless someone in the community does it.

After all, i do recommend it, i didnt see any major bugs that make the game unplayable and its cheap and fun.. Very cool!
These are the only women i have ever interatctd with my whole life!

10/10 whould stop being a virgin again.. I um was uh very horny and was looking for sweet release and this game advertised that
I could undress these anime BABES and when I did in the game there was no nipple. Im very disapointed. 0/10 IGN. No. Just
no.
Go play Deep Space Waifu. Story in this game doesn't exist.

There are 2 songs in the entire game. Yeah.

This game is low quality space shooter. You control a space ship with W,A,S,D or arrow keys and you shoot lasers. with left or
right shift button.
You use lasers to destroy other space ships and clothes of girls. I am not kidding. To complete level you need to pick up stars
you get from destroying ships and you need to destroy all clothes or underwear on a girl. Game gets more hard as you complete
levels, mostly because ships shoot a lot of projectile and because projectiles gets really fast. There are seemingly 20 levels in the
game but i completed level 20 and there was 21 level so i don't know how many are there since you can't choose it from main
menu and the game at that point becomes very teddious and boring.

Art: is not that good especially background which is basically low quality pictures of a space, model of girls are average at best.

Definetly not worth it. There are far better games than this.

Thanks for reading.. Obvious ripoff is obvious. \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af

tl;dr: The game tries to copy that obvious game but fails miserably at every single aspect.

The main concept of the game, the scroll shooting (or bullet hell which it isn't) is ridiculously bad. This game just doesn't play
well!
While your bullets seem to disappear whenever they reach the end of the screen, enemies and enemy bullets still survive and will
appear at the most inappropriate time.
The camera is terrible. Whenever you are going down you are locked to the bottom and will most certainly crash into flying
enemies losing healt.
Health is a joke. Sometimes it's just boring to avod bullets so you can easily stay in one spot and take damage, nothing changes.
Star system is pointless. Literally.
The game is made in a passon of the whole game being 1 long level, yet you reset everything before every new level. Pointless!
Art style changes from one char to another.
The game is too easy.
No difficulty settings.
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Spoiler alert: There are 22 levels, but you can only select 20.. no just no, get any other game
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